SPECIAL APPLICATION NOTES:

FLANGE HEIGHT SCALE:
*0" ON "0" TOP OF NOMINAL M4 1B CONTOUR
*1" ON "1" 1/16 ABOVE NOMINAL M4 1B CONTOUR
*2" ON "2" 2/16 OR 1/8 ABOVE NOMINAL M4 1B CONTOUR
*3" THRU "5" WORK THE SAME
FIRST "0" IS FINGER "0"

FLANGE THICKNESS SCALE:
*0" ON "0" NOMINAL M-4 THICKNESS

RIM SCALE:
READS DIAMETER OF M4 1B WHEEL

REFERENCE:
SEPTA WHEEL CONTOUR M4 1B
SEPTA DRAWING D-5929 REV D

MANUFACTURE TOLERANCE +/-.005
RE-ENGINEERING TOLERANCE: +/-.010
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